Food deprivation suppresses sleep, presumably to increase time available for foraging. A new study identifies a conserved gene, Translin, as a modulator of sleep in response to metabolic changes.
When choosing from their repertoire of possible actions, animals take into account their environment and their internal states. But what happens when the prevailing circumstances promote two different, incompatible behaviors? How are the most appropriate actions selected and the others suppressed? These types of questions can be difficult to answer, especially for behaviors for which we lack a thorough understanding of the molecular and cellular bases (are there other types of behavior?). How can we possibly expect to understand how conflicting drives interact if we don't understand the drives themselves? Instead of worrying about possibilities, as reported in this issue of Current Biology, Murakami et al. [1] set up a competing-drives scenario between sleep and foraging and subjected it to Drosophila-style neurogenetic analysis.
Prolonged wakefulness causes increased sleep drive in flies [2, 3] , but starvation suppresses that drive and keeps flies awake, presumably to promote foraging [4] . How does starvation inhibit sleep? This seems like a simple question, but how could you convince yourself that manipulations that allow hungry flies to fall asleep aren't just making the flies less hungry, or more sleepy? Would it even be possible to perform a manipulation that didn't affect either drive on its own, but only the interaction between the two?
Murakami et al. carried out a nervous system-specific RNAi screen to identify genes that are required to keep hungry flies awake. After screening 1,400 RNAi lines with a pan-neuronal Gal4 driver (A. Keene, personal communication), they identified Translin, which, when knocked down in neurons, caused starved flies to sleep as if they were fed. The same inability to suppress sleep upon starvation is seen in flies that carry a null mutation in Translin.
So does loss of Translin make flies more sleepy or less hungry, or neither, or both? Translin is dispensable for regulation of baseline sleep under normal conditions and flies lacking Translin are capable of modulating their sleep in response to non-hunger stimuli: if given caffeine, these flies sleep less, and if sleep-deprived, they show a normal rebound response. Loss of Translin does not prevent normal feeding behavior either. The baseline food consumption of Translin mutants is normal, and they eat more after starvation. So hunger is unaffected. The authors also falsify the hypothesis that Translin mutants simply have more energy stored up. They measured levels of glycogen, triglycerides, and free glucose and showed that these are identical in controls and in Translin mutants, both under fed and starved conditions. Finally, Translin function is not required in either the fat body or muscles, tissues required for energy storage. So it seems that the answer to our sleepy/hungry question is 'neither'. But does Translin really mediate the interaction between hunger and sleep? And if so, how?
Translin is a highly conserved RNA/ DNA binding protein that is involved in many diverse processes in mammalian cells [5] A model that emerges from this work is that while starvation increases Translin levels in all neurons, high Translin in Leucokinin neurons alters their activity to somehow trigger a sleep-prevention signal. But one piece of data doesn't fit this model: when Translin null mutants are rescued by expressing Translin with either a pan-neuronal promoter or the Leucokinin promoter, flies regain the ability to suppress sleep in response to starvation. This seems incongruous with the idea that flexibility in Translin levels is needed for tailoring sleep drive to nutritional status. Shouldn't these flies with stable Translin levels be locked into either a fed or starved state, depending on the level of Translin supplied to Leucokinin neurons by these promoters? Instead, it seems that a high Translin level in Leucokinin neurons is a permissive cue that allows the fed/starved switch to be flipped, but it may not be the switch itself.
Starvation has multiple consequences for the fly brain. One is to increase hunger and consequent food consumption. The suppression of sleep is now seen to be a second consequence of starvation, mechanistically unrelated to hunger. The authors appear to agree with this interpretation, and therefore refer to the effects of starvation on 'metabolism' instead of 'hunger'. It would be interesting to know whether a manipulation that made flies insatiably hungry would keep them awake. We have to suppose it would not, because their metabolism, and presumably Translin levels, would be in a fed state. Similarly, activating Leucokinin neurons should cause a well-fed fly to forgo sleep, despite not being hungry. Or is actually being hungry a prerequisite for suppressing sleep in response to lack of stored energy? In that case, activating Leucokinin neurons in a fed animal would have no effect. These would be interesting experiments that could help us understand how drives interact.
But what does this current work tell us about the interaction between drives for incompatible behaviors? By parsing apart the starvation response into separate mechanisms for hunger and sleep-suppression, the work of Murakami et al. encourages us to reflect on our conception of drive. When we are hungry, it can seem that hunger itself is causing us to be less focused, less energetic, etc. Instead, this work suggests that the same triggering stimulus (low energy supply) independently increases hunger and decreases sleep drive. So it may not be hunger that suppresses sleep, but a more direct sensing of energy depletion, which promotes hunger in parallel. We are reminded that the seemingly unified changes in motivation and behavior that we experience and observe are actually a composite of alterations in many drive states that promote and allow the actions necessary to achieve the most urgent goal at any given moment.
